Brisbane hash House harriers
Run Feb 21 #2139
Location: Hardgrave rd west end.
Theme: End of Chinese New Year
Hares: ? – washed out
The black clouds were boiling and the first plops of rain started to fall 10 minutes before the
start as the “keep it dry cowards” huddled under the restaurant awning. At the wee call, the
clouds opened and rather than start the run the snivelling hounds led by KLINGING scurried
into the basement car park and would not venture out for a drenching. At last and with a
washed out trail intrepid brave live hare Head Trailmaster DIMPRICK led fellow hare YT
and ANCHOVY out down Skinner st, which was already flooded and water was gushing into
the houses at the bottom of the street. A right turn took us into Montague Rd. It was here that
the lightning bolts started to appear and the pack of three gave up trying to keep their shoes
dry. A piss stop under a cycle shed did not abate the deluge so the intrepid 3 slushed down
Montague rd. By the time we got to the post office, it was clear that this was a repeat of the
floods 5 weeks ago, flooded cars, and knee deep in water it still bucketed down. A regroup
under the rail bridge saw stalwarts Miles O’Toole, BUGS, HANDJOB, JC, PUSHUP and
MOT join us- the guilt and loathing of having to hang around with insipid lazy walkers –
scared of a bit of rain must have gotten to them! Off we sped for the Kurilpa Bridge, - still
pissing down. A regroup out side the Federal Court saw a visitor shortcutter slink off as the
true hashmen fled across North Quay. PUSH UP was last seen sliding down the steep muddy
slope onto the bike track. Undeterred, the hounds fled on the deserted bikeway towards the
GBB and for a regroup on top of the bridge- there were no songs- for fear of drowning if one
opened their mouth! Off we sped up to Melbourne st. and heading for home down Vulture st.HJ commenting on Micks nuts!. On up Hardgrave st, passing DIVOT who appeared to have
found a pub to balance his internal/external liquid levels. A very dry LUFTWAFFE prepared
the ice and dispensed with coloured ice torture for this weeks serious indescretions. Then off
for a Vietnamese meal !
Run 2/10
On On 8/10
Food ?/10
SOTW Multiple Choice
ON On IRISH JOKE

